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WEEKLY SOCIAL STUDY NEWSLETTER 

Asalamu Alekum Dear Parents:   

5th -6th Grade:  

Last week the students had fun in doing the debate/discussion in class and 

because of these students will be having once or twice a week a 

debate/discussion depending on the topics they choose. The next topic that the 

students decided to do is on “Bruce Raune & Jay Robert Pritzker”. For this week 

we will continue with the “The Apache” lesson. I encourage each student and 

parent to check “ENGRADE” and follow everyday their kid/s “BEHAVIORAL PLUS”. 

7th- 8th Grade:  

Last week students started on the lesson of “Vote”, they learned about the 

history on voting and how it has changed throughout the years. For this week 

their project will be about “VOTE”, and they have to bring in resources that is 

related to “Voting”.  On Wednesday, each student has to send me their topic to 

for me, so I can approve their topic, after Wednesday I won’t accept their topic. I 

encourage each student and parent to check ENGRADE and follow everyday their 

kid/s BEHAVIORAL PLUS. 

 

• FOR BOTH CLASSES: I WILL HAVE A PARENT-TEACHER CONFERENCE ON 
MONDAY AND TUESDAY FROM 2:00pm - 3:20pm. 
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A Reminder for Both Classes:  

1- I will be posting everyday about the student’s behavior on the Engrade 
website, and I will be commenting on how they can improve their behavior, 
I encourage all parents to also look at their child/ren behavior comments.  

 

2- They all need to follow the classroom rules, it’s very important that the 
students follow these rules.  

 

Classroom Rules: 

1. Be respectful to yourself and others.   
2. Listen when others are talking.   
3. Follow directions  
4. Show respect for school and personnel property.   
5. Come to class with all the materials needed.   
6. No swearing, teasing, hitting, no pushing or putting others 

down.   
7. Come to class prepared.   
8. Everyone’s ideas and comments are encouraged. 

 

Teacher: Mrs. Huda Hejaz  

Email: huda5090@live.com 

Jazakom Allahu Khair for you Corporations.  


